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NB: All the titles are translated into English. 

Not all the titles are articles or studies. The titles in red are concert invitations, 
commercials, calls for projects and so on.  

Veronica Anghelescu: the Poet-Musician: a History from Antiquity to Present Times.  

Music and poetry have often been perceived as a whole, as an indestructible unity of 
interdependent elements and not only because they have several artistic features in common, but 
also because of their capacity to transcend the contingent space in a more immediate and total 
manner. This article studies several types of artists who blend music and poetry throughout time. 

Maria Sabina Draga Alexandru: A Composer’s Chart for George Draga 

This article provides the extended list of music works, organized by categories, of the Romanian 
classical-contemporary music composer George Draga. 

Mircea Pruşan: Special Voices in the Realm of Romanian Traditional Music 

Traditional Romanian Music doesn’t have much in common with classical music. However, it 
represents a very important part of our national heritage. We gladly attend traditional music 
concerts, especially when invited by friends. An extraordinary performance was given by our 
friend, the famous folk music singer Mioara Bârsan, together with her team, among which we 
could listen to a very good young singer, Anca Chirvase. 

Nicolae Brânduş: The Logic of Possible Worlds (VIII) 

The author of this article, the Romanian composer Nicolae Brânduş imagines a logical-musical 
game with two teams of interpreters that are opposing each other during the performance. This is 
a precisely defined realm for the performance, and all the parameters are carefully controlled by 
the game’s actors. 

Dragoş Alexandru: From Symphonic Music to Film Music (VII) 

In the current issue of film music serial, Dragoş Alexandru presents the experiments undergone 
in modern period, types of instrumentation and the return to origins. The ethos of Classical and 
Romantic music can also be heard in the film creations of different composers such as Bernard 
Herrmann, John Williams, Jerry Goldsmith and many others. 

Vasile Menzel: The Origins of Romanian Popular Music 

Vasile Menzel quotes Nicolae Iorga who explains the origins of Romanian popular music: one 
must search these origins in the Ancient music of the Thracian people. This ancient nation had 
sad songs of war and love, highly melancholic but also enthusiastic at times. There were no 
connections between these songs and those from Asia, Turkey or Hungary. 

 

 



Paul Leu: Ciprian Porumbescu at “Young Romania” Association 

As his predecessor, the poet Mihai Eminescu, Ciprian Porumbescu hurried to use his endless 
energy, his talent and his experience in order to help the Austrian association of Romanian 
students (organized for the Romanian young people who came to study in the Capital city of 
Austria, Vienna). 

George Petrovai: Living within the Spirit or within the Body 

We live in a country where the concept of democracy is original and, for some, an original one. 
Communism has taught the people that it is good to have unanimous opinions and this idea still 
persists in our minds, decades after the fall of communism. Spirituality is often considered a tabu 
subject, despite the fact of being a religious people. 

Gyuris Adalbert: An Interview with Pompilia Stoian 

Pompilia Stoian is a renowned musician, a friendly and intelligent interpreter, with a rich career 
and a taste for good music. In this interview, she unveils several aspects of her life and work, the 
debut of her career as a musician and some future projects. 

A Magic Moment at the Opera in Rome 

Pierrot Lunaire International Composition Competition 

Music! 

The Literature Corner 

 

 


